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Summary of Research Topic

Title:

From Engineer to Co-Creative Catalyst; An Inclusional and Transformational Journey.  
An inquiry into the epistemology of how traditional management 'tools and theory' can be used and evolved in enhancing organizational effectiveness in an industrial setting, and how to value and evaluate change.

Abstract:

This thesis is motivated by my desire to understand what it is a Change Agent actually does. Change Agents work in a variety of ways, and have a variety of organizational experiences in helping to create change. Over the years I have become more aware that there is no single body of theory that combines and explains the practical and theoretical approaches that can be taken in Change Management.

In this thesis I will show how I use my current and past practice to improve my understanding of my ontology as a Change Agent and develop an Inclusional epistemology, based on my evolving practice. This ontology transforms the way Change Management within an industrial setting can be approached, by creating fluidity across boundaries and a receptive co-creative space. In this way I create my own Living Theory.

This thesis demonstrates through the narrative of my personal journey how being an Engineer and a Co-Creative Catalyst in generating organizational change can be an Inclusional and transformational journey. Co-Creative Catalyst(s) use their own professional and personal values to help generate a creative space at the 'Edge of Fluidity', a space of embodied and emergent viewpoints on what change should be. This thesis will demonstrate how an Inclusional practice can be used to help create change, whilst also demonstrating that current economic practice needs to be understood as a fundamentally important barrier to fluidity of ideas across boundaries. This thesis demonstrates how Inclusional change can incorporate social, technical, as well economic models to be truly sustainable.

A further element that this thesis shows is that the language used needs to change in order to generate an Inclusional and transformational journey. The language used in this narrative changes with the development of my epistemology.
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This is a thesis about change, personal change linked to organizational change. I am an Engineer and I am a Co-Creative Catalyst, a person who helps others to transform the situation they are in. This thesis is about improving the steps a single person or social formations can make to increase the chances of creating a better and more sustainable future. The most important changes are in individuals’ behaviours. This changes structures, processes, competences and allows development. If this is done, results will follow.

This thesis is not about ‘crystal ball gazing’ and has been built on my experiences and uses practical examples from my practice as a Change Agent. It is about real situations, real people and real steps that could be made to help transform situations, by making boundaries ‘fluid’.

As the picture shows, a person can be on both sides of a boundary. It is just about points of view, and openness and empathy towards the other viewpoint – Inclusionality!
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